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ATTENTION: If you have an eBay business or you are about to start one, this may be the most valuable

letter you may ever read... "eBay Titanium Powerseller Reveals the Explosive Blueprint which Helped

Him Sell $4,129,521 Online in His Very First Year of Business!" Who Else Wants to Discover the True

Secrets Behind Building & Running an ultra successful eBay Business? Dear Friend, Let's face it. You

wouldn't be reading this letter if you didn't want more. I'm talking more money, more freedom, more time

with your family, just more of the "good life", period. You also want less of something. Less stress, less

headaches, less bills, less dependency on your day job, you know where I'm going with this. I've got news

for you. I was once in the same boat, and truthfully, I am still there sometimes. Everything could be better,

an improvement over your day-to-day duldrums and worries. Well guess what, it isn't going to get any

better if you don't take action and do something about it! Here's the scenario. I was stuck in "cubeland"

just like a lot of you. Struggling to pay my bills each month and could not see where I was ever going to

get anywhere. I scoured the web for opportunity after opportunity. Then, I stumbled across a great deal

on some sporting goods. I dropped a few bucks, put the items on eBay and was hooked! ... that's why I

am here today. I am here to tell you my story, to motivate you and give you a head start in pursuit of your

dreams. ... I am going to show you how you can easily make a few extra bucks, a part-time income or

even a full-time income online. I am going to tell you all of the things that I did that produced great results

from the time I was shipping 40 orders a day out my living room to the point that I had a dozen employees

and was a booming force on eBay. ... I am also going to share all of my mistakes. I expose the wrong

turns that I made that *** canned my dreams of freedom because I became married to my own business.

You are going to get the best of both worlds. I share with you the great things that you need to be doing

and the not so great things that you need to be aware of and look out for as your business grows. ...

Nothing here is sugar coated. Sure, I sold $4 million in my first year but I don't expect you to do the same.

I busted my ass, sacrificed and ended up in the same boat I was in before my online successes. I let my

business get so big that I had created just another job. That's what we don't want for you, right! ...before
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we get into the details, that's why you're here right, the details? Let's get the fancy schmancy stuff out of

the way. Sometimes I get some knucklehead that wants to know what makes me so special. ...You know

what? Nothin' makes me special! See, I did what everyone out there dreams of doing . The only

difference is that I took the first step and made it happen. That's all that you need to do. And I give you

the tools and the blueprint right here to just that! Sure, the numbers below sound incredible but you know

what, I watch college football like it's a drug, I love my pets, I ride my bike through the park and I always

strive to make my life better. Sound familiar? I am no different than the guy next door. I just took action. ...

that first step turned into: In my first year of selling online I sold $4,129,521 of product! My amazing

journey resulted in a 7 figure eBay business. I was an eBay Titanium Powerseller. I was ranked in the

Top 500 Sellers for all of eBay and in the Top 10 for my category. I was selling over $250,000 each and

every month on eBay! All right, now let's get to the details: ... I am going to reveal to you the exact

blueprint that I used to create my own eBay business. This book is hard facts. I leave nothing out about

how I did it. ...this book is quite different from any other eBay eBook out there on the market. First,

everything revealed is from actual, true life experience. I did this stuff. There is no hype. I hate listening to

"theory". I want to know what works from someone who has done it...and that's exactly what you get with

this book. Second, this book is not about eBay Basics, how to set up your listings etc. There is plenty of

that information on the market. Cracking the Auction Code focuses on how to build your own, profitable

and sustainable business on eBay. It's about getting a business up and running, not one auction! ...it's

like you're getting the equivalent of an M.B.A about building your own eBay Business from someone who

has already done it. These are just a few of the amazing bits of information contained in this

groundbreaking book: 18 of the most profitable items you can start selling today on eBay to generate

immediate income! The secrets to picking a profitable niche that you can dominate! - I reveal my research

process which very quickly determines if you've found a "winner" or not. The 10 most important questions

you must ask yourself before setting up an auction. I prepare you for the business aspect of this entire

process. Again, you're not just selling here for kicks and giggles, if you are you can stop reading right

now! Mistakes I made along the way which you can completely avoid. (How I wish I'd had this guide in the

beginning when I was starting out!) An extremely important 30 minute exercise you can use to transform

your life and business. (This is where 99 of courses fall short...and is absolutely essential to living a

happy and successful life.) How to make your auctions far more effective at turning visitors into buyers.



How to quickly begin generating substantial profits each month in just a few short weeks. (This is a great

extra income stream which is achievable in a short time.) How to use drop shipping the right way to save

time and make more money! The only source I recommend for finding drop shippers for your eBay

Business. (This is an absolute goldmine and easily worth the cost of the course.) And that's just for

starters... How to differentiate yourself so people always buy from you, often at higher prices, even when

competitors are selling the exact same thing. How to build a sustainable and profitable business on eBay.

The goal is not some "flash in the pan" that's gone in a few months...but...one that pays you handsomely

for years and years to come. Discover how to capture buyers on eBay and then sell them again and again

outside of eBay for maximum profits. (This is one of the major keys to eBay success and I reveal to you

the exact techniques I used to extract much more profit from every transaction.) How to add multiple profit

streams to your eBay business in a very short period of time, bringing increased profits and more security

to your earnings. Why eBay is more than just an "Auction Site" and how that point of view will help you be

truly successfully on eBay. (In truth it is much more as you'll soon discover in this special book.) The

Downsides To eBay - I'm not going to pretend there aren't any. There are. However, by using my different

approaches you can overcome them all to build a very profitable auction business! Why you need to think

of eBay as a place not just to sell your products but it provides 3 additional "must haves" for your

business. (I estimate that less than than 1 of eBay Sellers truly understand this extremely powerful

concept.) 2 incredible resources which helped me in a huge way build my 7 figure business in under a

year. How to "eliminate the middleman" and instantly get a boost in profits of 15-40. AND WE DON'T

STOP THERE... The 3 things you must get right to make it big on eBay. (Note: All 3 elements

automatically come together when you get the right _____!) The big problem with most "retailers" and

how to instantly fix it to give yourself a massive competitive edge in the market. Why you absolutely do

not need to be selling products you know a lot about to make a killing on eBay. (My niche was an extreme

sport of all things...and I was mega-successful...even though I'd never played the sport I was

representing!) How to make yourself immune to the changes eBay so often makes. (The changes they

make, such as raising their fees or preventing digital sales, cripple may Sellers and put them out of

business, but this will NOT happen to you if you use my techniques which completely protect you from

these changes.) A word about Legal Advice - My recommendations for protecting your business and

earnings. (This is important and I feel you need to know it if you're serious about building a 7 figure eBay



business.) How I hired my first employee and the benefits it can bring to your business. How I track all my

finances to make sure the business runs smoothly at all times. The dangers of your eBay business

moving too fast ... and ... how to make sure it moves at a pace which is comfortable for you. If I had to do

it all over again - starting from scratch - here's exactly how I'd do it! (You'll gain some priceless insights

here.) Why you must not hold onto a niche if it isn't working - simply move onto another one. The TRUTH

about bringing friends and family into your business! (In the beginning I made a huge mistake with this

which you definitely want to avoid.) The TRUTH about bringing friends and family into your business! (In

the beginning I made a huge mistake with this which you definitely want to avoid.) 5 Important Questions -

you must continually ask yourself to achieve great eBay success. bullet Plus much, much more! BUT

HERE'S THE KICKER! I'm also going to "sweeten the deal" by including the "The Complete eBay

Marketing Toolbox" as a part of this book. FAIR ENOUGH??? Look. I have been told, by some pretty

notable eBay sellers, that I could easily sell this information alone for $47!!! Trust me on this. These are

some of the most prolific and never discussed tactics that you can use to take your eBay business to the

next level. Inside you'll find: 27 Free or Low Cost Tactics you can use to explode your eBay profits. How

to brand yourself on ebay so you automatically come to the front of peoples' minds whenever they want to

buy something in your niche. How to create a bucket load of back-end, high-ticket sales from your eBay

auctions. How to use coupons to get a stream of near-immediate additional sales. The best way to

capture email addresses directly from your auctions. A neat shipping "trick" you can use which will

dramatically increase your profits. Why every item in your "About Me" page MUST open in a new page.

How to maintain a very high positive customer feedback score (One of the first things people look at is

your Feedback Score so it's extremely important to keep it as high as possible) Product review & article

secrets for generating valuable leads and establishing your authority in the niche. Everything you need to

know about Warranties, 800 Numbers, Live Support, Cross-Selling, Speed of Shipping etc. to boost your

sales even more! And much, much more! So okay, I know you must be asking yourself (if you haven't

scrolled to the bottom of the page already), "What am I going to have to invest to my hands on this

book?" Let me explain, I am not one to toot my own horn here but this package is chalk full of valuable

insights. This is my personal account of what it took, the blood, sweat and tears, the countless hours of

trial and error, all revealed in one package for you, right here, ready to be downloaded today. And, I have

been told that I could easily hold a seminar and charge over $1000 per ticket for this information and have



no problem packing the house. But the good news is, I know that you are in the same boat that I was in.

You don't want to pay an arm and a leg, you don't want to travel to some seminar AND you want this

information NOW!!! What's more, the early feedback I received from some other authors was to charge

$97 and really cash in. BUT NO, I wanted to make it worth YOUR while, make this a no brainer for you

and get you on your way with as little investment as possible. So how much did I decide? At first I knew

that the $97 was an incredible value! But I wanted to sweeten the deal a little. So, I figured that $67 would

be an absolutely super fantastic deal that would provide an astounding return on investment for every

single one of you out there. All of my friends told me that I was crazy to give this information away for just

$67, so you know what I decided??? I decided that I must be crazy and am offering you this special book,

The Lost Chapter, The Complete eBay Marketing Toolbox and my favorite resources report plus all future

updates for the 100 absolutely super fantastic price of only $27.00!!! Best of all, in the time it takes you to

setup and cash in on your first two weeks of profits the cost is just over $3 a day. AND, by the end of your

first two weeks you can easily make back your $27 and then some!!! BUT ACT FAST! I am making

everyone else out there look bad by giving this information away so cheap and am going to strictly limit

this SPECIAL LOW PRICE to the first 100 buyers and then the price is going to go up to at least $67 and

maybe even $97. Before you make your decision I also want to say that my 3 years as an eBay

Powerseller were some of the best years of my life and I'm sure your eBay business will be the same for

you. My explosive blueprint reveals exactly how I build a 7 figure eBay business and leaves nothing out.

So go ahead and order right now and get ready to build your own highly profitable eBay business. Order

and download 24 hrs a day, 7 days a week & 365 days a year! To Your eBay Success, JL Scott PS - This

crazy price is strictly limited to the first 100 buyers. Then the price goes up by at least $20. So get in fast

and order now to make sure you get the price. PPS - This is the exact blueprint I used to sell

$4,129,521.00 in my very first year as a business selling online. While I can't promise you'll do the same,

what I will say is your chances of building a successful eBay Business will be exponentially increased

after you've read this book. So order right now and take advantage of this brilliant offer!
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